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On May 10,2004, Chairman Donaldson and I met with James Maguire of a New York
Stock Exchange specialist firm regarding the above-referenced rule proposal.
Mr. Maguire made the following general points:
Imposing a minimum price variation of one penny has had a detrimental effect on
the liquidity of the markets for many New York Stock Exchange-listed stocks.

A minimum price variation of one nickel is superior to a minimum price variation
of one penny.
It would be advisable to implement a pilot program to test trading in New York
Stock Exchange-listed stocks with a minimum price variation of one nickel. The
program should embrace a wide variety of sixty to seventy stocks for a period of
at least forty business days.
The General Accounting Office has called for a study of decimalization at the
request of members of Congress.
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On January 29, 2001 the NYSE began trading with a lcent minimum price
variation (MPV), a reduction of 84O4 from the previously existing 6 % CENT
MPV. This extreme reduction has created a trading dynamic that makes it nearly
impossible to show transparency and size (liquidity) consistent with that which
we are capable of providing. This obtains whether it be trading desks, specialists
or the vast cadre of traders.
While there is no doubt that the NYSE will continue to fulfill its mission with
distinction, the real question is what kind of market will we be able to provide.
As currently structured, with a 1 cent MPV we produce a market that falls
woefully short (I estimate 50%) of achieving its full potential. I am confident
that with a 5 cent MPV where liquidity naturally manifests itself at 5 cent
increments in our high volume stocks, we would be able to provide a preeminent
world-class market featuring cost efficiency, speed and simplicity of execution
by giving investors the choice of automatic execution at the published bid and
offer or the opportunity for auction price improvement- precisely what the buy
side wants and deserves. Upon implementation of the SEC's national market
system proposals 1 am confident the NYSE will be designated a "Fast Market".
This status, in a 5 cent MPV would significantly increase the efficacy of our
"Institutional Express" and "NYSE Direct" products. Therefore, I propose that a
high priority project be undertaken by the Securities and Exchange Commission
to form a coalition of buy side, sell side and floor interests to set up a
comprehensive pilot program across all markets using a 5 cent MPV standard. I
am confident that such a test would produce a result that would redound to the
benefit of all concerned- most importantly those nine5 million Americans who
own stock.
Most will agree that the decision to trade in pennies has been an unmitigated
disaster for the quality of our equity markets. I believe with all my being that
this genie can be "put back in the bottle7' simply because a 5 cent MPV is the
most effective w-ay to address the concerns of our customers by providing a
market of unparalleled liquidity and efficiency. I am totally frustrated to know
that we have it within our grasp to structure apreeminent market as
mentioned above ocpreside over one that will be mediocre at best. Given
the enormity of the consequences, there can be no legitimate objection to a
pilot program the results of which would be controlled by the Securities and
Exchange Commission. There are those who oppose any thought of a 5 cent MPV for various reasons
- not all of them objective - and have succeeded in beclouding the real issue as
discussed above. It is common sense that a solid market structure must be in
place if we are to project the best that we can be. I believe an overwhelming
majority of users would agree that such a structure does not exist currently.
We owe it to our great nation and to the investing public to work tirelessly
toward this end.
The opinions expressed herein are mine and do not necessarily reflect those of LnBmnche LYL CO. LLC, its
management or any o f its employees.

